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Protecting well-known and famous
marks: a global perspective

brands. The increased globalisation of trade has made

the protection of famous and well-known marks even

more important. However, many global brands are not

used or registered in every country. So what protection is

available when a well-known global brand is infringed in

a country where the mark has not yet been used or

registered? A review is needed of the issues pertinent to

the protection of well-known or famous marks, including

a review of key international treaties and examples of

local laws and separate registers for famous marks.

Relevant treaties

Paris Convention

The modern concept of the ‘famous’ trademark is codified

in Article 6bis of the International Convention for the

Protection of Intellectual Property (the Paris Convention),

which uses the French expression ‘notoirement connue’ –

literally ‘notoriously known’ or, in better English, ‘well

known’. Implementation of the Paris Convention varies;

for example, the IP protection provisions of the

convention are enforceable in the United States only once

incorporated into local law. The heart of protection for

well-known marks is found in Article 6bis of the Paris

Convention, which states in part that member countries

agree “to refuse or to cancel the registration, and to

prohibit the use, of a trademark which constitutes a

reproduction, an imitation or a translation, liable to create

confusion, of a mark considered by the competent

authority of the country of a registration or use to be well

known in that country as already being the mark of a

person entitled to the benefits of this convention”.

This provision also applies to similar marks that

derive their essential elements from a well-known mark

or are “an imitation liable to create confusion”. The

provision was developed to protect owners of

unregistered marks that were widely known in the local

marketplace against registration and use by third parties.

Further, under Article 6bis interested parties have at

What are famous trademarks and why are they entitled

to more protection than standard trademarks? How do

international treaties extend protection for famous

trademarks? How do local laws extend protection for

famous trademarks? What are the limitations of these

treaties and laws? Are there steps that companies with

famous marks should take to secure protection?

Standard trademark laws protect trademarks used

and/or registered for goods and/or services in a

particular country within the concept of the likelihood of

confusion. For well-known marks, there are three types

of additional protection:

• Case law has confronted the issues of the scope of

protection and when protection should be extended

beyond the special goods and/or services for which

a mark is known (the principle of speciality). As a

general principle, the more well known a trademark

is, the wider the scope of protection afforded to it due

to an increased likelihood of confusion as to the

source or sponsorship (particularly in today’s climate

of licensing and merchandising both well-known

luxury marks and cartoon characters).

• Apart from the likelihood of confusion, there is an

inherent property right in the trademark that can be

protected from dilution.

• Trademarks that have a higher degree of reputation,

recognition or fame are singled out for broader

protection by treaties, statutes and case law

including, in some instances, protection without use

or registration of the mark in the country at issue.

This chapter refers interchangeably to famous, well-

known and reputation marks.

Today, consumers move freely across borders and

information has exploded over the Internet. As a result,

companies have been able to develop strong global

branding and build international markets for their
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trademark is well known by stating that “account shall

be taken of the knowledge that member obtained as a

result of promotion of the trademark”. There is no

requirement that a mark be in actual use – that is, that

there be sales of the trademarked goods in the country

where the infringing activity occurs.

Article 16(3) of the TRIPs Agreement expands Article

6bis of the Paris Convention to allow for the protection of

well-known marks on non-competing goods and

services by stating that “Article 6bis of the Paris

Convention shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to goods or

services which are dissimilar to those in respect of which

a trademark is registered, provided that use of that

trademark in relation to those goods or services would

indicate a connection between those goods and services

and the owner of the registered trademark and provided

that the interests of the owner of the registered

trademark are likely to be damaged by such use”. In

order to qualify for the extended protection of Article

16(3), the famous mark must be registered, although

countries may go beyond such protection – for example,

by protecting unregistered famous trademarks from

dilution. Thus, Article 16(3) provides potential grounds

for anti-dilution protection for well-known or famous

registered marks. Even where there is no confusion or

lost sales, dilution prohibits the unauthorised use of a

famous mark on unrelated goods in a manner that blurs

or tarnishes the unique drawing power or value of a

famous or well-known mark.

From the text of these articles, it is apparent that the

TRIPs Agreement provides two important innovations

concerning well-known trademarks: protection for well-

known service marks and protection for registered well-

known marks concerning dissimilar goods under certain

circumstances. Equally important is the TRIPs

Agreement’s extension of Paris Convention protection to

all WTO countries pursuant to Article 2(1) – a significant

achievement. Accordingly, even though the TRIPs

Agreement itself is not self-executing, the WTO

mandates adherence and thus its power has been greatly

expanded by worldwide compliance. Since the TRIPs

Agreement is considered a basic floor of protection, WTO

members are free to extend protection (eg, by protecting

unregistered famous marks against infringement

through use on dissimilar goods).

Local laws

United States

Although the United States is a member of the Paris

Convention and the TRIPs Agreement, Congress has

enacted specific legislation to implement this obligation

and the courts are divided on whether the treaty provisions

least five years to request cancellation of such a third-

party registration. If an offending mark has been

registered in bad faith, “no time limit shall be fixed for

requesting cancellation”. A well-known mark need not be

registered locally in order to obtain protection against

misuse on similar goods under Article 6bis. Moreover, the

Paris Convention does not specify how the mark came to

be well known in that country – that is, the convention

does not require that the mark actually be in use in the

country, provided that it is well known. Therefore, Article

6bis creates an international basic floor of protection for

well-known trademarks against use or registration on

identical or similar goods and against trademarks which

are reproductions, imitations or translations.

Article 10bis of the Paris Convention addresses aspects

of unfair competition protection of well-known marks that

may not fall under Article 6bis. Under Article 10bis

members “are bound…[to provide] effective protection

against unfair competition”. The article prohibits:

• acts of competition which are “contrary to honest

practices”;

• acts of competition which are of “such a nature to

create confusion… with the establishment, the goods

or the industrial or commercial activities of a

competitor”; and

• “indications or allegations… liable to mislead the

public as to the nature, the manufacturing process,

the characteristics, the suitability for their purpose or

quality of the goods”.

Thus, the Paris Convention provides protection for a

mark that is well known in a country even when that mark

is not used or registered in that country if a third party:

• registers or uses the same or similar mark for similar

goods; and/or 

• uses the same or similar mark in a manner that

constitutes unfair competition (eg, misleads the public).

Each country has interpreted the extent of protection

to be provided – for example, certain countries require

some form of minimal contact with the country, despite

what the Paris Convention states.

TRIPs Agreement

The scope of Article 6bis of the Paris Convention was

extended to include services by virtue of Article 16(2) of

the World Trade Organisation (WTO) Agreement on

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

(TRIPs). Article 16(2) of the TRIPs Agreement provides

members with a guideline for determining whether a
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Registers of famous marks

In general, specific registers of famous marks do not

exist, but trademark owners may seek recognition in

individual cases. For example, in China, a trademark

owner can seek well-known trademark recognition in

individual cases. To date, over 40 marks have received

this status, including two owned by foreign companies:

GILLETTE (in English characters) and SPRITE (in

Chinese characters). In Japan, the Industrial Property

Digital Library lists marks that have been designated as

well known in decisions by appeal examiners and court

judges. In Brazil, a trademark owner can claim that a

mark deserves highly renowned status when filing an

opposition or administrative nullity proceeding. In the

European Union, the Intellectual Property Office of the

Czech Republic publishes a list of well-known

trademarks, which is informative only and has no legal

effect. The Russian Federation maintains a register which

currently recognises over 50 trademarks as well known,

and Ukraine, Belarus and Bulgaria all maintain registers

of well-known marks. 

A register of famous marks is beneficial because it

avoids expensive proof issues as to whether a trademark

is famous at the time of a dispute and the recognition of

famous marks is simplified by referring to a single list.

On the other hand, a register of famous marks may be too

limiting as such registers typically exclude more than

they include and, as a result, a mark that is famous but

not on the register may not receive the protection it

deserves. Further, the criteria for inclusion on a register

may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, making

reliance on a single list difficult.

Conclusion

The increase in global recognition of world brands has

heightened demand for famous mark protection for

trademarks, service marks and domain names. The

TRIPs Agreement has made it mandatory to enforce

famous mark protection in all WTO countries and it may

therefore be expected that famous mark protection will

be expanded. The debate on whether separate registers

of famous marks are desirable will continue and each

country will continue to develop its own case law,

interpreting local laws and establishing compliance with

the Paris Convention and the requirements of the TRIPs

Agreement. Owners of global brands should consider

seeking registration protection for their marks in any

countries where unauthorised third-party use of the

marks would be seen as a problem meriting action. It is

inevitable that the 21st century will see an ever-

increasing level of protection for well-known trademarks

as they become true world brands.

are self-executing. Some argue that applying the terms of

the Paris Convention would create serious conflict with the

principle of territoriality – a long-established principle

under US law that trademark rights arise from use, without

which no such rights exist. However, some US courts have

afforded protection to the famous marks of foreign entities

in the United States in the absence of actual use or federal

registration of the marks in the foreign country. The

Supreme Court has been petitioned to address a split in the

circuit courts on this issue.

European Union

The EU Trademark Harmonisation Directive

(89/104/EEC), which harmonised basic elements of EU

member states’ law, creates protection for marks which

have a reputation (Article 4(3)). In the UK interpretation,

such marks are protected against infringement for similar

and dissimilar goods (Section 10(3) of the UK Trademarks

Act 1994), whereas well-known marks are protected only

against infringement for identical and similar goods

(Section 56 of the UK Trademarks Act 1994). Well-known

marks are protected through implementation of the Paris

Convention and Article 16 of the TRIPs Agreement.

Canada

In Canada, there are no specific provisions for famous or

well-known marks. In assessing the issue of confusion,

the reputation (or fame) of a mark is one of several

factors that a court may take into consideration.

However, for confusion to occur there must be either:

• a likelihood that prospective consumers will

mistakenly infer that the goods and services provided

under both marks are supplied by the same entity or

its licensees; or 

• a link between the source of the goods and services

supplied under both marks.

The fact that a mark may be famous does not in itself

provide absolute (or a different form of) protection over

other marks.

Mexico

In Mexico, well-known trademarks have special protection

which is governed by the principles of territoriality and

specialty. Further, treaties and conventions are considered

supreme laws, so adherence to the Paris Convention and

the TRIPs Agreement supercedes local law. 

China 

Chinese trademark law explicitly protects well-known

marks for similar and dissimilar goods and services. 
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